Post-Booker Sentencing Issues for a Post-Booker Court

Apprendi,1 Blakely,2 and Booker3 represent a foray into sentencing practices long immune from constitutional
scrutiny. In 1949 Williams v. New York invoked the medical
model of penology to exempt sentencing from the most
basic requirements of process otherwise due: the right to
be apprised of, to rebut, and to challenge information upon
which a decision—even a death penalty—would be based.4
The medical model suffered a setback a quarter century
later when it encountered a wave of sentiment that “nothing works.”5 The lack of any mechanism for challenge,
otherwise the hallmark of the justice system, had spawned
sentences generated by a mix of fad, diverse personal philosophy, folklore passing for judicial wisdom, agency
budget strategies, and occasionally marshaled public outcry. No one had required any demonstration of crime
reduction, and little occurred. Those who felt vindicated by
this failure launched successful attacks on indeterminate
sentences. Many who were disappointed by the decline of
the medical model ironically joined them in devising “truth
in sentencing” and guideline schemes whose primary
virtue was some reduction in sentencing disparity.6
During the next quarter century, these schemes became
rooted in modern criminal justice. But because they
avoided pursuit of crime reduction, they yielded no public
safety improvement. Attempting to address that failure,
critics imposed three strikes, mandatory minimum, and
other controls on judicial sentencing discretion.
The role of the Court in all of this is, of course, primarily reactive. It cannot fix what is wrong: most sentences
for most crimes fail to prevent the offender’s next crime;
most offenders sentenced for serious crimes have been
sentenced before without preventing those crimes; most
sentencing involves no responsible effort at crime reduction and often yields avoidable victimizations and
counterproductive oppression.7
But the new Court will surely be invited to define the
post-Blakely paradigm along a wide range of issues. Will
Blakely’s analysis for facts that raise a sentencing ceiling
extend to facts that raise the floor? Does Blakely apply to
some states’ consecutive sentencing statutes?8 What are
Blakely’s implications for the role of juries in dangerous
offender schemes? Will the Court modify the division
between legislative and judicial functions or between judge

and jury functions? Will the Court modernize the Williams
approach to applying social science to individualized sentencing? Will the Court scrutinize sentencing based on
predictions of future dangerousness? Will it revisit issues
of protected classes and disparate treatment in sentencing?
If matters go well, the Court will address these issues
with some understanding of what has become of the world
since William and will avoid unintended and unnecessary
damage. Although courts have largely ignored penology
since Robert Martinson announced that “nothing works,”9
our probation and corrections communities have learned a
great deal about what works; they labor to apply that knowledge notwithstanding our lack of notice or encouragement.10
Jail and prison are effective for responding to the high-risk
offenders but work better on some than on others; when
overused on medium- or low-risk offenders, incarceration
can actually accelerate their criminal behavior.11 Some
cohorts of sex offenders do and others do not respond significantly to treatment programs.12 Shock incarceration,
shock probation, scared straight, D.A.R.E., and boot camp
programs do not work and commonly do more harm than
good.13 Treatment programs that identify and responsibly
address multiple criminogenic factors typically reduce
recidivism by about 30 percent; they work far better than
traditional punishment or treatment programs that do
something other than address criminogenic factors, and
substantially better than programs that only address one or
two criminogenic factors.14
Problems remain, of course. Most members of the
rehabilitation community are enthusiastic about programs
and modalities that reduce recidivism but are not anxious
to validate the effectiveness of incapacitation. That community is—probably for that reason—distrusted by many
of the “spare the rod” school, which views prison as
panacea and is itself rejected as punitivist by the rehabilitation community. This gulf has prevented both camps
from recognizing that incapacitation and rehabilitation
both belong as major components in an arsenal that
ranges from reprimand to perpetual custody, with programs, alternatives, supervision, and many other
responsive modalities in between. Any sentencing policy
that understands social and criminological realities understands that public safety is best served by locking up some
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offenders and rehabilitating others, by aiming custodial
programs first at those inmates likely to benefit from
them, and by allocating resources according to proportionality, risk, harm reduction, and responsible exploitation of
the best information that we can muster to know which is
most appropriate for which offenders.
Forward-looking jurisdictions are beginning to emerge
from the poverty of a sentencing mission whose highest
goal is ordered just deserts. What will matter in the long
run about the new Court’s interaction with sentencing
schemes is whether the Court unintentionally or otherwise thwarts the transformation of sentencing from
archaic ritual to responsible pursuit of social health.
There is nothing about Blakely that threatens that transformation. Whether or not Blakely will apply to sentencing
floors as well as to ceilings, to dangerous offender schemes
or to some consecutive sentencing, juries are competent to
find such facts. The Blakely issue merely addresses when
the reasonable doubt standard and the right to a jury trial
apply to a fact relevant to the range of available sentences.
Attaching these accoutrements to a fact sacrifices nothing of
the potential for the best sentencing choice within whatever
range of discretion results from finding or not finding that
fact. The issue is no different than when the question is the
degree of robbery, theft, or homicide.
Nor is there any inherent risk to rational sentencing in
shifting the interface between court and jury decision making. Juries are fully capable of addressing evidence provided
to them, even scientific evidence, and the public safety track
record of judicial sentencing discretion hardly enhances our
claim to exclusive domain over sentencing choices. As
between legislative and judicial authority over sentencing,
judges are at least expected to exclude public clamor from a
role in decision making, but the Court has already gone so
far in accepting draconian sentencing schemes that this distinction is without much force. More importantly, we have
every opportunity to earn back lost judicial discretion by
accepting responsibility for the public safety outcomes of
sentencing choices within whatever discretion remains to
us and by demonstrating our ability to serve public safety.
To do that, of course, we need to open our process to modern criminology and to pursue smarter sentencing15
rigorously. That means we should invite advocates and probation departments to bring what criminologists are
learning to sentencing and probation hearings, and insist
that they also be prepared to discuss the practical considerations critical to the sentencing process.16 We also should
accept appropriate performance measures that include how
our sentencing choices play out in subsequent recidivism.17
A reexamination of Williams could substantially assist us
all. What’s right about Williams is that correctional and criminological information and thought is different than most
guilt-related evidence and should not be held to the same evidentiary thresholds. What is wrong about Williams is the
notion that a judge can make the best use of that evidence
without any meaningful engagement of the adversarial
process. Recognizing due process rights above the Williams
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floor would not harm emerging sentencing practices or their
impact and might well enhance both. Surely, “process that is
due” plausibly includes notice to advocates of what information is under consideration and a meaningful opportunity to
rebuttal through evidence and argument.
Only one field of inquiry seems plausibly susceptible to
a catastrophic outcome—contentions that predicting
future dangerousness is unconstitutionally unfair, imperfect, or classification-based.18 Were the new Court to
agree, criminal justice would remain trapped in archaic
dysfunction for another generation. Sentencing judges, of
course, commonly consider future dangerousness in a
multitude of sentencing and release decisions, and no sentencing culture at all responsible to public safety could
function without that consideration. Ironically, the issue
would only arise when we consider future dangerousness
expressly and attempt to involve risk assessment, expert
opinion, and other tools in lieu of folklore, fad, and hubris.
Advocates of a purely retributive criminal justice system
and a minority of proponents of a pure treatment model
ironically unite in urging us to eschew science. Business
and government use equivalent science in functions as
important as budget and finance forecasting, pricing
insurance policies, and the allocation of flu shots. Yet
those who prefer morality play to crime reduction insist
that it is unconstitutional to recognize that offenders with
psychopathy or other actuarial indicators of risk for violent
recidivism should have a better chance of imprisonment.
Whatever may be necessary to find neutral alternatives
to protective class membership while assessing risk, and
even if supervening values require us on occasion to
ignore some otherwise relevant variable such as ethnicity,
we must be allowed responsibly to allocate resources
based on risk. That in turn requires best efforts at predicting future dangerousness. The alternative—the present
dance of ordered just deserts—is far less fair to victims,
offenders, and society as a whole and is often itself driven
by covert prediction and untested classifications.19 Commendably, Virginia20 and Missouri21 have incorporated
risk assessment into their guideline schemes, and Oregon
is considering doing so.22
The new Court may well increase rights along the continuum between establishing eligibility for a maximum
punishment (through guilt and sentencing enhancement
facts) and the wide discretion available for deciding what
sentence to impose subject to that maximum. What
process is due does and should vary along that continuum.
Ensuring that both sides have notice and an opportunity
for meaningful advocacy should help rather than hinder
the emergence of responsible sentencing, particularly if
we are able to get the same attention to science from criminal attorneys as we get from personal injury and products
liability practitioners. But it is essential that the Court continue to recognize that once an offender is convicted and
any sentencing enhancement facts are decided, it is a risk
of harm that we are managing, and that there is no constitutional impediment short of disproportionality or
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protected class discrimination to allocating our devices for
harm reduction based on our best estimate of that risk.
13
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